Morriss Bowl To Be Held On Charles River; Crews To Row In Races At Princeton University

Eighteens Beaver crews are left out for Princeton to row in the coveted running of the Concom Cup races which will be held Saturday afternoon. The Beaver men, in fact, are facing a doubtful future because of a defeat at the hands of Harvard for they will meet the Crimson on the Charles at Princeton. In the two other races on the day's program, the freshmen and 150 lb. contests, only Technology and Princeton will compete.

Compass Donated Cup

Tech will be fighting for its first victory in the Concom Cup races which begins in 1939. The Princeton Tigers won the first four years and Harvard has had the crowds last three seasons. The Cup was donated by Professor R. C. Compton and is composed of copper by M.I.T., Princeton, and Harvard.

Yesterday the Tiger freshmen 153 lb. crew lost to a strong Harvard freshman lightweight eight by three lengths in a leaky row won by the Tigers.

The foes making the trip to Princeton are:

Fordham, 154 lb. crew

Brown, 150 lb. crew

As you may have already heard, we have chosen to go to see the races in Princeton on Harvard's behalf. We hope you will join us.

---

The win of the event is the Beaver sinkers Smith and Collins, with Smith and Collins as coxwains. Three other sinkers have been on the team, but the trials this week put on over the team are those who are to be the keepers.

---

When the Beaver Tench team visits the Hammers, it is the usual procedure to keep the newspapers predicting that the Hammers will win. However, the Institute oarsmen have the highly tested Beaver team in the marina. And they believe very favorably on Tech's chance of winning.

---

Defeating Tech's title in the Morss Bowl Races on the Charles this weekend will be Rynes Collins, Delavan Davenport, Pete Perik and Eric Olson.

---

Fifteen Colleges To Fight Beavers For Championship In Fourth Meet

Scientists will probably make use of the following minute metals: Sodium, potassium, rubidium, cesium, and thallium. The last two metals have not been studied in detail.

---

Phi Kappa Sigma Take Track Meet

Hall And Leader Star As All-Round Athletes: Phi Kappa Sigma. Track team consists of two firsts and two thirds. Phi Kappa Sigma's track team consisting of the following athletes: Edwin B. Lewis, '40 for 100 yd.; John T. Leech, '40 for 220 yd.; and Horace J. Adelson, '40 for 440 yd.

---
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